
IronWorks: “InterSEXtion: Manhood at the Crossroads 
of Design and Desire” 

1/12 & 17, 2018     Teacher: Roger Thompson 

 

“I Was Made for This!”  
 

The Great commission and sex:   

Matt. 28:19-20 

 “make disciples”. . . teaching ALL I have commanded 

 
 Gen. 1:27   

 

  

 Gen. 2:23-24 

 

 

 
The problem with topless bars and porn is not that they emphasize 

sexuality too much, but that they do not emphasize sexuality enough. 

They totally eliminate relationship and restrain sexuality to the narrow 

confines of the genital. They have made sex trivial.   

Richard Foster 

 
Jesus and the New Testament:  

Matthew 19: 4 

 
 

 I Corinthians 7:1-5   

 
 

I Timothy 5:2 treat older women as mothers, younger women 

as sisters in all purity 

 
 
CULTURAL MESSAGE: Manhood is a problem that must be solved. 
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SEXUAL DISCIPLESHIP:  

1.  Thinking Christianly 

 The Christian mind sees human life and human history held I the 

hands of God. It sees the whole universe sustained by his power 

and his love. It sees the natural order as dependent upon the su-

pernatural order. 

 

 INTERSEXTION:  DESIGN AND DESIRE (both/and, not either/or)  

  

 

 

2.  Celebrating Masculinity 

 

 

 

3.  Walking Faithfully 

 

 

 

With God all things are possible:  

 --deliverance from habits/ addictions/ recurring sin 

 --lifelong growth in marriage/ sexuality/ enjoyment 

 --mentoring/ setting an example for the next generation  

 

 

 

 

Questions for discussion:  
1. Who modeled healthy manliness for you in your formative years? 

What qualities did you see in him that were strong, but not 

macho; tender, but not passive?  

2. What have I needed to unlearn about sexuality because it is      

untrue in life and unhealthy for marriage?  

3. How is masculinity falsely portrayed in our media and culture? 

How can this be counteracted?  
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